Celebrity
Wedding:
Shia
Labeouf Marries Girlfriend in
Elvis-Themed Vegas Wedding

By Mallory McDonald
In recent celebrity news, Shia Labeouf has married his
girlfriend Mia Goth in an exciting way! Their celebrity
wedding was an Elvis-themed Vegas wedding! Labeouf and Goth
have been a celebrity couple since 2012, and even though their
engagement was not publicly announced, the gorgeous diamond
ring said it all. According to UsMagazine.com, the two got
engaged in 2016 and exchanged their “I dos” at Sin City’s Viva
Las Vegas chapel, a venue known for themed weddings. Photos
from the event show off the Elvis theme, and during the
wedding, “a singer belted out Adele’s ‘Make You Feel My Love’

as the couple held each other in an extended embrace.” It
looks like this theme was perfect for the couple!

This celebrity wedding reminds us
of The Hangover. What are some
reasons a Vegas wedding may be for
you?
Cupid’s Advice:
Planning your wedding can be one of the most stressful things
to handle, and yet, it is supposed to be the happiest day of
your life. Here are some reasons why a Vegas wedding could be
your perfect happily ever after:
1. Thrill: One of the greatest things in life is getting a
thrill from something great. If you are someone who likes
living on the edge and loves to do out of the box things,
eloping to Vegas could be the perfect wedding for you.
Related Link: Is Shia LaBeouf Celebrating
Engagement with Girlfriend Mia Goth?
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2. Spontaneous: Sometimes the best things in life are not
planned. If you are becoming so stressed that you cannot even
focus on the love you share with your partner, it might be
time to make a snap decision, embrace the love and elope to
Vegas!
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘The Bachelor’ Alum Nikki
Ferrell Marries Tyler Vanloo
3. Simplicity: Weddings have become so elaborate that
sometimes it can be easy to forget the real reason behind
them, and that is the love of the bride and groom. Having a
simple Vegas wedding can allow you to focus on your partner.

Would you ever get married in Vegas? Comment below!

